
Galaxy
Z Flip 4

Key Features

Style and function that fits in your pocket
It's a pocket-sized statement piece. Small but mighty when folded, this 
phone is compact enough to �t in your palm, but leaves a big 
impression with sleek, hazy colours that match your vibe.1

Cameras that capture life with new perspective.
Take advantage of this camera phone’s agile angles. Quick Shot lets 
you shoot a sel�e right from the Cover Screen, even allowing a ratio 
change to show you the full frame before you shoot. Or unfold and 
take position with FlexCam holding up the camera so you can get a 
hands-free group shot or sel�e at mind-blowing perspectives.3

Flex Mode: A big flex that stands on its own
Flex on your friends with their unbending screens. Unfold to your 
angle of choice and watch the Main Screen transform into Flex Mode.3 
With Flex Mode Touchpad, easily control your apps while in Flex Mode 
as you play music or videos, use your camera and more.

Our toughest Samsung Galaxy foldables ever
The world’s �rst water-resistant foldable smartphones have never 
been so strong.2 These scratch-defying devices are our toughest ever 
with exclusive Corning® Gorilla® Glass Victus® + on the outside and the 
super durable Ultra Thin Glass on the inside. And the hinge is 
protected by Armor Aluminum — our toughest aluminum frame.

Faster charging speed. Longer battery life.4
An upgraded 4nm processor works with the long-lasting 3700mAh 
(typical) battery to power through the hours.5 When it's low, plug in 
for Super Fast Charging, or bypass the cord with Fast Wireless Charging 
2.0.6,7 With all that power to spare, you can even share a charge with 
your friend or your earbuds with Wireless PowerShare.8

See what's important in a glance with Cover 

Screen
The 1.9-inch Cover Screen now gives you even more information and 
control.9 Customise the clock face to your heart's desire for the mobile 
version of self-expression. Then check the weather, access Quick 
Settings or add widgets. And when the messages roll in from the 
group chat, you can easily respond to them without needing to 
unfold.


